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PHAROH AND THE FROG---  
        AN UNSEEMING BUT FITTING PAIR 
    
Rabbi Yeheskel Lebovic 
 
WHY PRECISELY THE FROG 
 
"And G-d said to Moshe, come to Pharoh and say to him...and if you refuse to  send (them away) 
I will plague all your borders with frogs (Exodus 7:26-27) The Midrash (Shmos Rabba chap 10) 
comments: "the Sages said: even things which you might (initially) perceive as 'extra' in the world, 
such as flies, mosquitoes, and gnats, are (nonetheless) included in the (constructive) Creation of 
the world ... Rabbi Acha son of Chanina said: even those which you (initially) perceive as 'extra' 
in the world such as snakes and scorpions, they are (nonetheless) included in the (constructive) 
Creation of the world... I, G-d, accomplish my shlichus even through snakes and scorpions and 
even through the frog...... for if not for the frog how could G-d exact retribution from 
the Egyptians". 
We must understand why is the plague of frogs so important, to the point of R. Acha saying that 
if not for the frog how could G-d exact retribution from the Egyptians?!  After all, it was only 
one of the 10 plagues? Secondly, is there then anything that G-d can't accomplish?! Even if 
Tzefarde'a (plague of frogs) is somehow that important, how can it be said that there is no other 
alternative but frogs to drive the point home to Pharoh ? 
Furthermore, judging from the sequence of both statements, it seems that R.Acha comes to add a 
greater novelty over the statement of the Sages: they state that animals that seem superfluous 
nonetheless have a constructive purpose, while R. Acha adds that this is true even of destructive 
animals.  For, though it is not readily apparent, in truth: a)  destructive animals sometimes will 
save human beings from another dangerous animal (b) they have medicinal applications 
(Shabbos 77b) (c) they sometimes attack the wicked who are deserving of punishment.  Why 
then, in this growing sequence of items, one adding more novelty over the preceding , are frogs 
mentioned at the very end?  How is the novelty (chidush) greater in the case of frogs than in that 
of the dangerous animals? 
 
THE THREE DENIERS 
 
This will be understood with a preface: There are 3 general ways in which the denial of G-d is 
professed by some nations and individuals: 
A) Denier A: 
The least of the deniers still acknowledge G-d as the Creator and as the Sustainer of Life, so that 
everything is dependent on G-d.  What they deny is G-d's Unity.  As a result, they believe in the 
possibility of G-d granting independent power to constellations, which become accessories to the 
Principal Deity and act in 'partnership' with G-d, and as such, are entitled to be worshiped as 
idols, as entities independently powerful by virtue of G-d wanting them to be so.  Because of 
their acknowledgment of G-d as the Supreme Source and Master, this type of deniers, as a rule, 
transgress G-d's Will only because of their misguided views which lead them to idol-worship. 
 
 



(B) Denier B:  
Those, as Pharoh, are the ones who acknowledge G-d as 'the G-d of gods", as a Higher Power, 
but who deny originating from Him.   In the same way that G-d has no preceding cause, so do 
they believe that they too have no preceding cause, that they were not created by Him and that 
they are self-contained within their existential parameters, and feel that "I made myself", as it 
were.  An example for this view and feeling is that of a slave who rebels against his master: the 
slave has an origin independent of that of his master. Though he acknowledges that he is on the 
lower level of slave and that the master is on a much higher level, he'd rather be independent in 
his own little turf and ignore the Great Master. 
 
(c) Denier C: 
Those who, as Sanheriv, completely and forcefully deny the existence of G-d altogether. 
 
     WHO IS THE WORST DENIER? 
 
At first glance, Denier C is the worst of the bunch.  However, it is known that the indifferent 
donkey is worse than the kicking bull: the later is at least reacting, though negatively, and is thus 
acknowledging the existence of the force striving to direct him.   The donkey's indifference 
totally ignores such a presence.   The very fact that the total denier C makes such a hue and cry 
in his professed denial of G-d's existence indicates that the concept of G-d has touched him and 
he is therefore kicking about it.  To him, G-d is an Existential entity if only by virtue of his 
vigorous attempts at denying Him!  Pharoh's tacit acknowledgment of G-d's existence, on the 
other hand, does not really touch him: 'G-d is in His corner and I am in mine'; he is indifferent 
and not touched, positively or negatively, by His Existence, which to him is far off and removed. 
 
THE PARALLEL 
 
A parallel can be drawn between the 3 deniers and 3 types of animals whose purpose in Creation 
is not readily apparent: 
a) insects such as the fly and mosquito etc.. : although they seem to be superfluous, they do 
possess constructive functions which can be easily construed, as mentioned in the Gemara 
Shabbos 57b.  This corresponds to Denier A, the minimal denier, who acknowledges his 
dependence on the Creator and Sustainer. 
b)  dangerous and damaging animals such as snakes, scorpions etc..: while it is more difficult to 
perceive their constructive dimensions, these dimensions are eventually discovered.  These 
animals do proclaim the existence of The One Who fashioned them with plan and purpose.  
These correspond to Denier C: he initially is 'dangerous' in his 'kicking' and loud denial of G-d.  
But he has been touched, if only to react negatively, and he'll hopefully come around. 
 
c) the frog fits 'neither here nor there': it seems to have no positive or redeeming aspect (is 
dissecting it in the High School lab a redeeming aspect, or is it an indication that, nebich, we 
can't use it for anything else but?) nor is it dangerous and damaging.  It just is, and has no 
function that would readily reflect the presence of He who fashioned it nor deny it.  It exists in its 
own private pond, being "king of the puddle".  It corresponds to the attitude of Denier B, Pharoh, 
not  vociferous in denial, just totally indifferent and seemingly innocuous. However, this type of 
'ignoring' and indifference is the toughest nut to crack. 



 
IT HAD TO BE THE FROG 
 
This is why it is precisely the plague of the frog which has to be involved in 'breaking' Pharoh's 
attitude.  All other animals (of the 10 plagues) possess either some inherent positive benefit or 
some danger to man. The locusts, destructive to crops but not directly dangerous to man, have 
the benefit of being edible.  The lice, seemingly innocuous, is really not only a thoroughly 
annoying pest, but also inherently dangerous.  It is only the frog which poses neither danger nor 
possess a clearly discernible constructive function (the destructive powers attributed to the frogs 
of the 2nd plague were miraculous and totally atypical of the normal frog). Only when the frogs, 
corresponding so precisely to the mentality of Pharoh--Denier B--, exhibited such courage in 
doing G-d's bidding (to the point of even jumping into hot ovens) --- only then was Pharoh's 
kelipa broken by its exact counterpart--- the Frog--- acting in such a way.  It then became evident 
that the real reason why Pharoh viewed his own existence as totally independent of G-d is 
precisely because of his inherent connection to the G-d he chooses to ignore (!): G-d is the only 
One who has no preceding cause, and, having created man in His image and wanting him to also 
have the feeling of 'no beginning,' He granted man the ability to experience the feeling of 'no 
strings attached'. Otherwise, there is no logical reason for puny man to espouse such grandiose 
feelings. 
 
COMMENT 
 
The western world has in large part become monotheistic, and by and large the Sanherivs of the 
world have disappeared.  But there are many Pharohs left, each king of his own puddle, ignoring 
the larger picture of the whole universe and Its Maker.  What is blocking recognition of G-d's 
pervasive Unity and causing  one to remain indifferent to the concept of G-d, giving it mere lip-
service, is one's ego and lack of bittul (self-abnegation).  Chassidus Chabad, paving the way for 
the eventual recognition of G-d' Unity by the whole world, is known for its recurring stress on 
bitul, bitul, and again bitul-- for this is indeed the ingredient which will finally turn around even 
the frogs and Pharohs of the world, causing them to jump in the fiery ovens of G-dly revelation 
speedily in our days. 
 
based on Likutey Sichos vol.21 pp. 38-44 
 
 


